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Abstract 13 

 14 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the long-term effect of urban and green waste compost 15 

exogenous organic matter (EOM) on soil dissolved organic matter (DOM). A luvic cambisol 16 

was amended 7 years before the study. DOM was investigated along a soil profile down to 17 

one meter depth regarding seasonal variations (autumn and spring). DOM sampled by suction 18 

cups was characterized using dissolved organic carbon (DOC) content and excitation 19 

emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence. The variability of DOM concentrations was pronounced 20 

but no major change in composition was determined. The results obtained, reinforced by 21 

statistical analysis, showed that the DOM quality was mainly influenced by soil management 22 

(organic matter amendment) whereas the quantity mainly depended on the season (heavy 23 

precipitation event). DOM humic characteristics were strongly dependent on amendment and 24 

changed with depth but was not affected by the season. Long term effect of compost organic 25 

matter was highlighted after a 7-years amendment. 26 

Keywords: DOM, Exogenous organic matter, Field experiments, Seasonal changes, 27 

Fluorescent proxies 28 

 29 
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1. Introduction 31 

Soil dissolved organic matter (DOM), which represents a small portion of soil organic matter 32 

(SOM < 2%), is the most dynamic and reactive fraction in terrestrial ecosystems (Haynes, 33 

2005; Marschner and Kalbitz, 2003). DOM plays a key role in bioavailability and transport of 34 

organic and inorganic compounds among which contaminants resulting from anthropogenic 35 

activity (Akkanen et al., 2004; Bolan et al., 2011). DOM’s  response to environmental 36 

changes is rapid (Borisover et al., 2012; Chantigny, 2003; Chen et al., 2016; Fließbach et al., 37 

2007; Gregorich et al., 1994; Haynes, 2000; Sharma et al., 2017). Its characterization is an 38 

important issue for soil environmental studies as DOM  is a useful indicator for SOM quality 39 

(Filep et al., 2015; Haynes, 2005; Jones et al., 2014) and soil management impact (Haynes, 40 

2005; Seifert et al., 2016a; Sharma et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2017). Although quantifying DOM 41 

amount (commonly by measuring Dissolved Organic Carbon concentration) is necessary, it is 42 

also important to characterize DOM composition, because its reactivity and properties are 43 

driven by its components.  44 

 45 

Many analytical methods have been used to characterize the heterogeneous molecular 46 

composition of DOM. Optical techniques such as UV–Vis and fluorescence spectroscopies 47 

have been the most widely applied to assess DOM composition, to retrace its sources and to 48 

improve its characterization (Korak et al., 2014; Leenheer and Croué, 2003). Excitation 49 

emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence is widely used to describe fluorescent DOM (Borisover 50 

et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2003; Coble, 1996; Gonçalves-Araujo et al., 2016; Ohno et al., 2007; 51 

Pan et al., 2017). The EEM fluorescence spectra highlight three major fluorophores 52 

characterizing humic/fulvic- and protein-like components (Baker and Lamont-BIack, 2001; 53 

Chen et al., 2003). Dissolved organic matter is also constituted by low molecular weight 54 

substances such as organic acids and amino acids.  55 



   

 

 56 

DOM dynamics has been extensively studied in numerous laboratory experiments using 57 

disturbed soil samples, but few studies have been conducted in field conditions (Chantigny, 58 

2003; Embacher et al., 2007). The extraction methods and conditions to recover water 59 

extractable organic matter, vary greatly among different studies and their effects on DOM 60 

components are poorly documented (Xie et al., 2017). Experiments at field scales are needed 61 

to characterize undisturbed samples( Deb and Shukla, 2011). 62 

In order to obtain deeper insights into its mid- and long-term dynamics, soil DOM from a 63 

research site was monitored up to 7 years after an exogenous organic matter amendment. The 64 

availability of soils in adjacent plots with the same soil formation offers an opportunity to 65 

evaluate amendment effects on SOM and DOM. The main objectives of our study were (i) to 66 

quantify the temporal variability (seasonality) from the top soil to 1 meter depth and (ii) to 67 

quantify the influence of organic fertilization on DOM on long term. These characterizations 68 

were performed by bulk analyses and EEM fluorescence. 69 

2. Materials and methods  70 

2.1 Experimental site 71 

The study was conducted in the Hydrogeological Experimental Site which is a part of the 72 

Network of National Hydrogeological Sites (SNO H+) and of the French network of Critical 73 

Zone Observatories: Research and Applications (OZCAR) of the University of Poitiers 74 

located in the Regional Observatory of Deffend (OR, Mignaloux-Beauvoir, France). The soil 75 

is a luvic cambisol fully characterized (Celerier et al., 2009).The studied area, currently under 76 

grassland, was previously divided into 3 control plots and 3 amended plots. Each plot had a 77 

total area of 3 x 3 m2. The plots were separated in all direction by a border space of 2 m. The 78 



   

 

compost was produced at the platform of La Villedieu du Clain (France) in open air windows 79 

from 80% green waste and 20% biowaste obtained from district selective collection.  80 

The molecular characterization of this compost has been published in (Som et al., 2009). A 81 

unique amendment was performed in March 2006. Urban green waste compost was amended 82 

on 3 plots (T, 150 t.ha-1) closed to 3 control plots (C, grassland without amendment), all 83 

equipped with suction cups.  84 

 85 

2.2 Water samples and bulk analyses 86 

Each plot was equipped with 12 ceramic suction cups (31 mm, SDEC, France) to collect soil 87 

solutions disposed in triplicates at 15, 30, 60 or 100 cm depth. The installation of triplicates 88 

suction cups in 6 plots at 4 depths was cost and time consuming but allowed the sampling of 89 

soil solution directly in the field without any disturbance of the soil nor extraction of the 90 

organic matter. For this study, sampling was performed in autumn 2012 and spring 2013. 91 

Samples were then filtered through 0.45 µm filters (Polycap 75 TF, Whatman) and the pH 92 

was measured. Samples were then stored in glass bottles at 4°C prior to analysis.  93 

DOC measurements were performed with a Shimadzu Total Organic Carbon Analyzer (TOC- 94 

V CPN, Japan). The instrument was run in Non Purgeable Organic Carbon mode (NPOC). 95 

Samples for DOC analyses were acidified with 2 N HCl and sparged with high purity air to 96 

remove inorganic carbon.  For each sample, the result was the mean of a least three injections 97 

(standard deviation <0.1 and variation coefficient < 2 %).  98 

For a given plot, triplicates having the same DOC and pH values were mixed for further 99 

studies. 78 samples were then taken into account for this study. 100 

 101 



   

 

2.3 Spectroscopic analyses 102 

All samples were diluted to obtain a concentration of 5 mgL-1. Fluorescence spectra were 103 

recorded with a Spex Fluoromax-2 ISA spectrofluorometer (Jobin Yvon, Edison, USA) 104 

equipped with a 450 W Xe lamp. Samples were placed in a 1 cm quartz cuvette thermostated 105 

at 20°C. 41 individual emission scans (300-550 nm, at 5 nm intervals) at 5 nm excitation 106 

wavelength intervals between 200 nm and 400 nm were recorded. Data were all normalized to 107 

the Raman peak of the Milli-Q water. EEM plots were assembled by combining the individual 108 

emission spectra using SigmaPlot 11 (Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). The fulvic 109 

acids from the control soil were used as reference. Based on the corrected absorbance and 110 

EEM fluorescence data, general features and three optical indices were used to further 111 

describe the compositional characteristics of soil DOM: (1) A254, UV absorbance at 254 nm to 112 

estimate aromaticity of DOM; (2) Fluorescence index (FI), the ratio of the emission intensity 113 

at 450 nm to 500 nm at an excitation of 370 nm, used to reflect the relative microbial 114 

contribution (>1.9) or terrestrial plant one (<1.4) (Coble, 1996; McKnight et al., 2001); (3) 115 

Humification index (HIX), the ratio of the peak integrated area under the emission spectra 116 

435–480 nm and under the sum of the emission spectra 300–345 nm and 435–480 nm at an 117 

excitation of 254 nm to reflect important complexity and condensation (H/C ratios) of 118 

terrigenous contribution (>10) (Birdwell and Engel, 2010; Ohno, 2002); (4) Biological index 119 

(BIX)  is an indicator of the relative contribution of the recently microbially produced DOM, 120 

calculated as the ratio of emission intensity at 380 nm to 430 nm at excitation 310 nm 121 

(Huguet et al., 2009).   122 

 123 

 124 



   

 

2.4 Statistical analysis 125 

Descriptive statistics of DOC, pH and fluorescence indexes according to season, depth and 126 

plot management were presented in box and whiskers plots. One-way ANOVA was used to 127 

assess the difference between median and mean values. Principal component analysis (PCA) 128 

was used to identify possible spatial-temporal trends. PCA was done using all sampling points 129 

(n = 78) covering the study period. Five quantitative variables were analyzed: DOC, pH and 130 

fluorescence indexes (HIX, FI and BIX). All statistical tests were conducted by R Core Team 131 

(2019). Pearson’s product moment correlation was used to determine the correlation of the 132 

different components to physical, biological and chemical environmental variables. The 133 

means for each of sampling periods were used in the correlation analysis against the five 134 

quantitative parameters. Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficients were analyzed 135 

using Sigma Stat version 3.5 (Systat Software). 136 

3. Results and discussion 137 

3.1 Seasonal and spatial variations of pH and DOC  138 

Bulk analyses were performed on 78 samples collected from 15 to 100 cm depth in autumn 139 

and spring. The 3 control triplicates and the 3 amended soils exhibited the same tendencies. 140 

The seasonal and spatial variations of pH and DOC concentrations are shown in Fig. 1 and 141 

summarized in Table 1. No seasonality variation was observed in pH values (Fig.1b) with 142 

mean values of 8.1 (7.3-8.7) for autumn and 8.0 (7.2-8.8) for spring samples but a decrease 143 

was observed with increasing depth (Fig.1f).  144 

 145 

A significant difference (p < 0.05) between autumn and spring DOC was observed (Fig.1a). 146 

Mean DOC values (5th and 95th percentiles) were 51.8 (ranging from 5.9 to 110.9) mg.L-1 and 147 

7.7 (3.7-19.2) mg.L-1 in autumn and spring, respectively. Mean DOC rain value for the period 148 

was about 6.6 mg.L-1 close to DOM spring values. Previous studies have reported that the 149 



   

 

amount of water extractable OM depends on leachate volumes (Mertens et al., 2007; Tipping 150 

et al., 1999). In controlled conditions intensive and repeated leaching was shown to reduce 151 

DOC concentration (Christ and David, 1996). The low spring DOC values closed to the 152 

rainfall DOC value were thus attributed to the rainy spring event.  153 

 154 

For both soil treatments (Fig.1.e), DOC concentrations decreased with increasing soil depth 155 

which was consistent with previous studies for different soil types and under various 156 

vegetation systems (Seifert et al., 2016b; Sharma et al., 2017; Xi et al., 2018).  157 

 158 

Fig. 1c-d pointed out the long-term effect of amendment. After 7-years, the control and 159 

amended plots showed the same basic pH values but still exhibited different DOC contents. 160 

DOC mean values were 31.1 (3.7-77.1) mg.L-1 for non-amended soil referenced as control 161 

and 42.5 (4.2-110.9) mg.L-1 for the amended soil. Higher DOC concentrations in amended 162 

plots were relevant with the abundance of plant residues and their degradation products 163 

contained in compost (Musadji, 2013). The higher contents found in amended plot on the top 164 

soil (down to 60 cm) confirmed the previous studies devoted to short-term effect of OM 165 

amendment on water-extractable organic matter (Erich et al., 2012; Federici et al., 2017; 166 

Mouloubou et al., 2016; Turrión et al., 2012).  167 

 168 



   

 

Fig. 1: DOC (mg.L-1) and pH mean values according to two Seasons Autumn (A) and Spring (S) a), b); two 169 

soils: compost treatment (T) compared to control (C) c), d), and four depths (15, 30, 60 and 100 cm). Boxes 170 

plots indicate 25th and 75th percentiles, solid lines within boxes refer to median values, inbox points 171 

represent the mean value and the close circles represent the outliers values. The subscripts letters after the 172 

data indicate the similarity and the differences. The same letter indicates that the mean values are similar 173 

within a group and between groups. Different subscripts represent significant difference between compared 174 

groups at p-value < 0.05 175 

3.2 DOM spectroscopic characteristics 176 

3.2.1 General spectral features 177 

Excitation emission matrix fluorescence measurements were performed to discriminate DOM 178 

inputs and amendment effect. All the samples exhibited humic-like fluorophores highlighting 179 

the presence of terrestrial biomaterials such as lignin and protein-like one. This kind of 180 

fluorophoric compounds allows the selective and sensitive distinction of relative contribution 181 

of natural materials in DOM (Chen et al., 2003; Coble, 1996; Hudson et al., 2007), reflecting 182 

different origins (Huguet et al., 2009; McKnight et al., 2001).  183 

 184 

Fig. 2: A]. Representative excitation emission matrix fluorescence (EEMF) spectrum. Colors show the relative 185 

fluorescence intensity of DOM. The identified components contained humic-like substances (C/α) and recent 186 

materials / fulvic acid-like substances (A/α’) located at λex/λEm 330-350/420-440 nm and 240-260/420-480 nm 187 

respectively. Protein-like substances (δ/Τ, γ/B) were detected at λex/λEm 270-280/300-340 nm. B]. Fluorescence 188 

spectral loadings at 254 nm depending on depths (15, 30, 60 and 100 cm) and treatments (control and treated 189 

plots) in autumn. 190 



   

 

Representative excitation emission matrix fluorescence spectra of DOM with three major 191 

peaks identified and labelled according to Coble (1996) and Parlanti et al. (2000) are 192 

presented in Fig. 2. EEMF data corrected to DOC contents were higher for spring samples 193 

than for autumn samples (Musadji et al, 2019). Whatever the season and treatments, maxima 194 

band α’ shifted to lower wavelengths with increasing depth (Musadji et al, 2019). This trend 195 

could be due to the decrease in high molecular weight compounds (HMW) and the decrease 196 

in aromatic components (Coble, 1996; Corvasce et al., 2006; Hassouna et al., 2010; Sharma et 197 

al., 2017; Sierra et al., 2005). This assumption was in accordance for both soils with the shift 198 

in emission wavelengths of maximal intensity at 254 nm also decreasing with depth (Fig.2). 199 

In addition, down to 60 cm depth, fluorescence intensities were higher for treated plots than 200 

for control. After 7 years, exogenous compounds from the compost were then significantly 201 

present in DOM. Moreover, a high amount of aromatic compounds was measured in the 202 

deepest samples (Fig. 2b) of the amended plots suggesting that at the long term the compost 203 

influence is not restricted to the upper horizons of soil.  204 

Qualitatively, humic fluorophores are the most abundant in all samples whatever the season, 205 

treatment or depth considered. This result is in accordance with many studies (Leenheer and 206 

Croué, 2003; Sierra et al., 2005). 207 



   

 

 208 

Fig. 3: Mean wavelength values characteristics of fluorescent components A, B, C and T for the all seasons, 209 

depths and treatments where x-axis and y-axis represent respectively the scan range of emission and excitation 210 

wavelengths. Red and grey colors are respectively for autumn and spring samples (see Table 1). 211 

No major difference was observed for humic-like components (Fig. 3). Proteins-like 212 

fluorophores, being good markers of soil ecosystem evolution (Singleton et al., 2003) and 213 

diagnostic for bacterial community behavior (Malik and Gleixner, 2013; Tipping et al., 1999) 214 

were also identified. EEMF plot contours of spring DOM were dominated by fluorescent 215 

amino acids, especially in control samples (Fig. 3). Spring samples were already described as 216 

rich in carbohydrates and amino sugars (Kaiser et al., 2001). In autumn, the peaks attributed 217 

to fluorescent amino acids tyrosine (γ ) were found as main amino acid fluorescent 218 

components except for deep horizons waters samples. In spring, δ peak was much more 219 

pronounced with higher BIX values in control samples.  220 

  221 

 222 

3.2.2 Fluorescence proxies  223 

Fluorescence proxies were used to point out DOM differences (Table 1).  The highest FI and 224 

BIX values are correlated with the highest relative contribution of microbial derived organic 225 



   

 

matter to the DOM. FI and BIX values of reference soil fulvic acids were respectively 1.0 and 226 

0.5. HIX for reference soil fulvic acids was 15.8 confirming that high values (between 10 and 227 

16) are characteristic of strongly humified organic material, mainly of terrestrial origin. 228 

Mean FI DOM values (1.4 for autumn and 1.5 for spring) reflected a mixture of plant derived 229 

and microbial input. The mean BIX ranged from 0.7 for autumn to 0.8 for spring, confirmed 230 

with a significant difference (p < 0.05) a higher input of microbial material in spring samples. 231 

The mean HIX values ranged from 11.0 for autumn to 8.3 for spring. HIX mean values 232 

decreased with increasing depth (Table 1 and Fig. 4 g, h and i). The mean values ranged from 233 

13.3 at 0-15 cm to 3.9 at 60-100 cm for control and from 17.0 at 0-15 cm to 5.7 at 60-100 cm 234 

for amended plots in autumn. The fluorescence proxies showed that DOM in topsoil (0-15 235 

cm) was strongly humified with important terrigenous contribution (highest HIX and lowest 236 

FI and BIX values), whereas the deeper was marked by autochthonous components. During 237 

spring, the values were lower but with a similar trend. Contrary to DOC contents, no 238 

significant seasonal difference in fluorescence proxies was observed. The fluorescent DOM is 239 

thus similar whatever the season considered. The drastic loss of DOM content, observed 240 

during the spring, is thus more due to dilution rather than a change in DOM molecular 241 

composition. This phenomenon was then related to precipitation and subsequent infiltration, 242 

as already inferred.   243 

The organic matter of the compost was still present in DOM. Amended samples exhibited 244 

higher HIX values, with a significant difference (p < 0.05), compared to control ones (Fig.4d). 245 

Mean HIX values ranged from 8.0 for control plots to 12.0 for amended soil solutions. 246 

According to HIX scales, control plots presented an important recent autochthonous input (6 247 

< HIX < 10), whereas amended plots were distinguished by a strong humic character with an 248 

important terrigenous contribution (HIX > 10) (Birdwell and Engel, 2010). Amended plots 249 

were characterized by more humified pools, represented by complex aromatic substances that 250 



   

 

derive from lignocellulosic polymers, exhibiting a strong recalcitrance towards 251 

biodegradation (Marinari et al., 2010). Conversely, control samples exhibited higher FI and 252 

BIX values. The humic character of DOM for amended soil induced a lower bacterial 253 

reworking in spring, particularly in the deeper horizon (60-100 cm). 254 

 255 

3.3 Statistical treatment using principal component analysis (PCA) 256 

 257 

PCA (Fig. 5) and Pearson’s correlation (Musadji et al, 2019) were conducted to further 258 

investigate the association among DOM characteristics and abiotic factors. Due to their 259 

definition, FI and BIX presented opposite trend to HIX. Table 2 in Musadji et al, (2019) 260 

shows a strong and positive correlation (r = 0.96) between FI and BIX, whereas a close and 261 

negative correlation was observed for HIX with FI (r = - 0.95) and BIX (r = - 0.97). In Fig. 5, 262 

two PCA components, accounting for 94.60 % of the total variance, were extracted. The 263 

quantitative active variables show a strong contribution (|r| > 0.89; p < 0.002) to the 1st factor 264 

(PCA 1) which explains 89.04 % of the total variance. This latter was positively associated 265 

with DOC, HIX and pH, whereas BIX and FI were negatively correlated. The 2nd component 266 

(PCA 2), which is responsible of only 5.56% of the total variance, does not allow to 267 

discriminate the OM, which thus induces that PCA 1 is associated to quality of DOM.  268 

The individuals plot of abiotic factors associated to PCA is presented in the Fig.5. The 269 

proximity of the points on the factorial planes was interpreted in terms of similarity between 270 

the variables. PCA was consistent with the above-mentioned results showing the 271 

discrimination between seasonal, depth and treatment parameters. Parameters, such as HIX, 272 

DOC and pH, were positively correlated with autumn and treatment, whereas FI and BIX 273 

were associated to spring. Strong terrigenous character was higher in topsoil (0-30 cm), 274 

whereas microbial compounds were more important in the deeper horizon. The intermediate 275 



   

 

horizon (30-60 cm) was characterized by a mixture of fresh organic matter and microbial 276 

biomarkers. As DOM participates to the vectorization of inorganic compounds resulting from 277 

anthropogenic activity (Akkanen et al., 2004; Bolan et al., 2011), its dynamics is a major 278 

environmental issue. According to PCA, treated and control DOM samples are significantly 279 

different in terms of concentration and humification. The PCA results demonstrated that 280 

DOM characteristics in autumn and spring could be discriminated due to their different DOC 281 

values. The presence of organic matter of compost was still significant after 7 years thus 282 

demonstrating the long-term effect of an organic amendment.   283 
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Table1: Mean values of DOM characteristics (n = 78). 284 

Samples & seasons Depth (cm) n DOC (mg.L-1) ± sd pH ± sd HIX ± sd FI ± sd BIX ± sd 
Fulvic acid  0-30 1 - - 15.8 1.0 0.5 

Seasonal variation        
Autumn 0-100 52 51.79 ± 23.55a 8.1 ± 0.3a 11.0 ± 6.1a 1.4 ± 0.1a 0.7 ± 0.0a 
Spring 0-100 26 7.73 ± 3.88b 8.0 ± 0.4a 8.3 ± 5.2a 1.5 ± 0.1b 0.8± 0.1b 

Treatment        
Control 0-100 37 31.31 ± 21.48a 8.0 ± 0.3a 8.0± 5.0a 1.5± 0.1a 0.8 ± 0.1a 
Treated 0-100 41 42.50 ± 32.85a 8.1 ± 0.4a 12.0 ± 6.0b 1.4 ± 0.1b 0.7 ± 0.1b 

Samples        
AC 0-15 9 54.73 ± 11.57cd 8.3 ± 0.2de 13.3 ± 6.4acd 1.3 ± 0.1ab 0.7 ± 0.1ab 

 15-30 7 44.35 ± 5.68cd 8.2 ± 0.1bce 8.6 ± 2.2bc 1.5 ± 0.1bcd 0.8 ± 0.0bce 
 30-60 6 37.03 ± 9.32bc 7.8 ± 0.2abd 6.4 ± 4.3bc 1.5 ± 0.1bcd 0.8 ± 0.0cef 
 60-100 3 16.68 ± 14.52ab 7.5 ± 0.2a 4.0 ± 0.8ab 1.5 ± 0.0bcd 0.9 ± 0.1eg 
 0-100 25 43.01 ± 15.36b 8.0 ± 0.2a 9.2 ± 5.5ab 1.4 ± 0.1a 0.8 ± 0.1a 

AT 0-15 9 83.74 ± 17.86e 8.4 ± 0.2e 17.0 ± 6.7d 1.3 ± 0.0a 0.6 ± 0.0a 
 15-30 8 60.85 ± 13.55d 8.2 ± 0.3de 14.4 ± 2.6cd 1.4 ± 0.1ac 0.7 ± 0.0bcd 
 30-60 6 53.37 ± 14.21cd 8.2 ± 0.1bce 8.3 ± 4.4bc 1.5 ± 0.1bcd 0.8 ± 0.0bce 
 60-100 4 14.33 ± 11.32ab 7.6 ± 0.3ac 5.7 ± 1.3bc 1.5 ± 0.1bcd 0.8 ± 0.8deg 
 0-100 27 59.92 ± 26.97c 8.2 ± 0.3a 12.6 ± 6.2b 1.4 ± 0.1a 0.7 ± 0.1a 

SC 0-15 3 8.27 ± 4.84a 8.4 ± 0.2de 7.4 ± 3.4bd 1.4 ± 0.1ad 0.8 ± 0.1bcef 
 15-30 2 5.01 ± 0.45a 8.1 ± 0.0ade 6.5 ± 2.2bd 1.5 ± 0.1cd 0.9 ± 0.1deg 
 30-60 3 5.53 ± 0.08a 8.0 ± 0.0ade 4.9 ± 1.0bc 1.6 ± 0.0d 1.0 ± 0.0fg 
 60-100 4 6.27 ± 1.90a 7.5 ± 0.1a 4.0 ± 1.8b 1.5 ± 0.0cd 1.0 ± 0.1g 
 0-100 12 6.38 ± 2.60a 7.9 ± 0.4a 5.5 ± 2.4a 1.5 ± 0.1b 0.9 ± 0.1b 

ST 0-15 5 13.58 ± 4.28ab 8.3 ± 0.4be 15.4 ± 5.9cd 1.3 ± 0.1a 0.7 ± 0.0ac 
 15-30 3 7.90 ± 0.67a 8.1 ± 0.0ade 12.7 ± 2.4bd 1.4 ± 0.1ac 0.8 ± 0.1ace 
 30-60 3 5.90 ± 0.48a 8.4 ± 0.1de 6.0 ± 1.1bc 1.6 ± 0.0cd 0.9 ± 0.0eg 
 60-100 3 5.06 ± 1.06a 7.6 ± 0.4ab 5.8 ± 2.8bc 1.5 ± 0.1bcd 0.9 ± 0.2deg 
 0-100 14 8.89 ± 4.48a 8.1 ± 0.4a 10.7 ± 5.7ab 1.4 ± 0.1a 0.8 ± 0.1a 

Notes: AC- control plot at autumn, AT- treated field at autumn, SC- control field at spring, ST- treated field at spring. The subscripts letters after the data indicate the 285 

similarity and the differences. The same alphabet indicates that the compared group are similar. Different subscripts represent significant difference between compared groups  286 

at p-value < 0.05. Control soil fulvic acids were used as reference for fluorescence proxy.287 
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 288 

 289 

Fig. 4: Treatment (field), temporal (season) and spatial (depth) variations of HIX, FI and BIX. Boxes plots indicate 25th and 75th percentiles, solid lines within boxes refer to 290 

median values, inbox points represent the mean value and the close circles represent the outliers values. The subscripts letters after the data indicate the similarity and the 291 

differences. The same alphabet indicates that the compared group are similar. Different subscripts represent significant difference between compared groups at P-value < 0.05. 292 

AC- control field at autumn, AT- treated field at autumn, SC- control field at spring, ST- treated field at spring.  The red dotted lines represent the different fluorescent 293 

proxies’ scales (see Section 2.3).294 



   

 

 295 

Fig. 5: Biplot Principal Correspondence Analysis (PCA) of quantitative variables (HIX, FI and BIX) of DOM in 296 

percolating waters for control and treated soils. 297 

Conclusion 298 

The present study provides a new insight in soil quality measurement by DOM monitoring in 299 

response to soil treatments or environmental changes. Suction cups soil solutions analysis 300 

enables the DOM characterization at several depths in term of structure and origin without 301 

any pretreatment nor disturbance. As expected a strong rainfall period strongly affects DOC 302 

content. The results demonstrate that the combined use of 3D fluorescence and DOC 303 

measurement is necessary to understand the OM evolution as a drop in DOC value is not 304 

always associated with a change in OM quality. The spectroscopic fluorescence indices, 305 

effective indicators of the DOM properties, show in addition that a long term improvement in 306 

SOM can be achieved by organic amendment with an increase in amount of OM that has 307 

influenced the bacterial activity.  308 

 309 
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